The 3rd meeting of “INPEX Advisory Committee” convened

INPEX CORPORATION (INPEX) is pleased to announce that the third meeting of “INPEX Advisory Committee” was convened on 16 December 2013 attended by the all committee members.

1. Attended committee members
   - Dr. Kent E. Calder (Director, the Edwin O. Reischauer Center for East Asian Studies; Professor, Johns Hopkins University)
   - Ms. Kaori Kuroda (Executive Director, CSO Network Foundation)
   - Dr. Tsutomu Toichi (Senior Adviser for Research, The Institute of Energy Economics, Japan)
   - Dr. Masayuki Yamauchi (Professor Emeritus, The University of Tokyo)

2. Attendees from INPEX
   - Naoki Kuroda (Representative Director, Chairman)
   - Masatoshi Sugioka (Representative Director, Vice Chairman)
   - Toshiaki Kitamura (Representative Director, President & CEO)

3. Main topics
   - Current trend in the CSR management focusing on human rights in our business, relations with the local community etc.
   - Direction of CSR management at INPEX as a global company
   - Current situation and challenges for LNG procurement by the Japanese companies and prospects of LNG supply around the world
   - Energy policy trend in Japan and its impact on the future LNG business
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